
Pk’s Perspectives …	Spiritual	Clutter	

	 In Hebrews 12:1 God is speaking to us about our daily walk, our life journey with 
Jesus when He says, “Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a huge crowd of 
witnesses to the life of faith, let us strip off every weight that slows us down, especially 
the sin that so easily trips us up. And let us run with endurance the race God has set 
before us.  We do this by keeping our eyes on Jesus, the champion who initiates and 
perfects our faith.”  Weight that slows us down and sin that trips us up is a really good 
description of a spiritually cluttered life.

	 I think we’ve all been in that spiritually cluttered place where our spiritual energy is 
lacking; where our personal closet time with Jesus is mostly empty religious ritual rather 
than spiritual renewal; and we lose the focus of God’s purpose in our life.  I’ve been there, 
you’ve been there.  And we’ll both probably end up walking through other spiritually dry 
seasons if we live long enough.

	 Is your life full of spiritual clutter that slows you down and trips you up while you’re 
walking with Jesus?  Some common symptoms of a spiritually cluttered life include 
apathy, a critical spirit, absenteeism from church, failure to follow through on 
commitments, feeling under-appreciated, a dusty Bible owing to the fact that you listen to 
more podcasts than you actually spend time reading the Bible, and very low reservoirs of 
mercy and grace toward your fellow humans.

	 The odd thing for many Christians is that when our struggles issue from spiritual 
clutter, we add more clutter to our lives - stuff that might offer a temporary emotional jolt 
but will itself eventually become clutter.  You know the drill - find something new, fresh, 
something different, something that’s trending in the nebulous #christiancultureuniverse.  
But if you look at the Scripture above, God’s wisdom is the exact opposite:  strip off the 
clutter; get rid of the dead spiritual weight in your life by focusing on Jesus.

	 Scripture tells us Jesus is sufficient for all things…even a spiritually cluttered heart 
and mind!  It’s not something new that will bring us spiritual clarity but rather pursuing 
intimacy with the ancient Author of our faith that exposes the weight and sin clogging our 
spiritual pipes.  We hide our clutter behind attic doors - literally & figuratively - for a 
reason!  Living an uncluttered spiritual life results from walking in quiet humility with Jesus 
as our heart’s attic is daily sifted by the Holy Spirit.

	 Jesus tells us He is the way, the truth, and the life (Jn 14:6).  Jesus also tells us 
that though our enemy wants to weigh us down and trip us up, His purpose is to bring 
abundance into our journey.  (Jn 10:10)  Jesus isn’t a vending machine dispensing joy, 
clarity of purpose, spiritual vitality, etc.  Jesus doesn’t dole out blessings; Jesus is the 
blessing and in relationship with Jesus we discover all that we need for an exciting, 
fruitful, impactful spiritual journey.  Think about it…if contemplating the cross, the empty 
tomb, and gazing into the face of Jesus aren’t enough to stoke your spiritual passion and 
provoke you to strip off excess clutter, do you really think the latest spiritual fad is your 
most pressing need?  Is the Ancient of Days sufficient for you?  Only Christ can give you 
Himself.  Grace & peace, love you.  PK 	  


